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Hurricanes bring back a familiar face with latest free-agent signing  

By Chip Alexander  

The Carolina Hurricanes have added to their forward depth 
by bringing back a familiar face. 

The Canes announced Wednesday they had signed forward 
Andrew Poturalski to a one-year, two-way contract. 
Poturalski will be paid $750,000 at the NHL level or $200,000 
at the American Hockey League level, with a $250,000 
guarantee. 

Poturalski, 27, was named the playoffs MVP when the 
Charlotte Checkers, then the Canes’ AHL affiliate, won the 
Calder Cup in 2019. 

“Andrew is a playmaking forward who has put up excellent 
numbers at the AHL level,” Canes president and general 

manage Don Waddell said in a statement. “He previously 
spent four years in our organization, and we’re excited to 
bring back a player we’re very familiar with.” 

Poturalski made his NHL debut with Carolina at Minnesota 
on April 4, 2017, and has played in two career NHL games. 

Poturalski had 43 points (9 goals, 34 assists) in 44 AHL 
games with San Diego last season, leading all AHL skaters 
in assists and points.  

Poturalski played four seasons with the Checkers from 2016-
19, winning the Jack A. Butterfield Trophy as the MVP of the 
2019 Calder Cup playoffs. He played two seasons of NCAA 
hockey at New Hampshire before signing as a free agent 
with Carolina in March 2016.

 

 

 

By the numbers: Grading every NHL team’s contract efficiency, 2021 edition 

By Dom Luszczyszyn 

This week, we’ve gone over the league’s best and worst 
contracts, determined by how much surplus value the deal is 
expected to provide and the likelihood the player will provide 
it. Now it’s time to look at everybody else, grading each 
team’s total contract efficiency.  

Like last year, each team is graded based on the same 
methodology in an attempt to measure which teams are most 
efficient with the money they spend. The contracts being 
graded are every healthy, non-ELC skater that my model has 
a projection for, as well as any dead money a team has on 
their cap via buyouts, salary retention and cap recapture 
penalties. That means no RFAs without a deal, no players on 
an entry-level contract, no players without significant NHL-
playing time, no players on LTIR and no goalies. My model 
currently doesn’t have win projections for goaltenders 
beyond one season or expected contract value, so they were 
omitted. Unused cap space is also not part of the equation 
as there’s no telling exactly how that space would be used. 
This is just about the value of each contract currently on the 
books, signed as of August 6. 

Each team was graded based on the surplus value they 
bring in per player (all dead money counts as one) as well as 
the average probability those deals will provide positive 
value. Both are based on a player’s age-adjusted projected 
win output according to GSVA and the uncertainty in that 
projection for future seasons, along with the cost of a win on 
the open market. How much each team spends to obtain 
those wins will also be graded. 

The main goal is looking at what teams have on the books. 
What a player has already done holds no merit. They may 
have been worth their deal as a whole and been excellent 
value prior, but that may not matter going forward. Future 
value means age is exceptionally important in terms of 
grading each contract, with players peaking between the 
ages of 22-26 and declining afterward. 

Surplus value will depend on term, where more years left 
offer a larger opportunity to compound value, good or bad. 
Positive value probability depends on the certainty of a 
player’s projection, which depends on the size of the sample 
of the projection. Longer term means uncertainty increases 
too. To save time (and my sanity) I used a typical age curve 
for projecting future seasons rather than average player 
comps as seen in previous articles this offseason. 

Each contract was graded based on where a player’s 
combined surplus value and positive value probability fall on 
the following percentile scale. 

Here’s how each team stacks up in regard to the efficiency of 
all the contracts they currently have signed.  

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Last season: 2nd 

As if it would be any other team. My model has a massive 
crush on the Avalanche after last season’s dominant 
showing (in the regular season anyway) and holds many of 
their players in high regard. Naturally, it means it believes 
plenty of them are very underpaid, especially the team’s top 
stars. Colorado has five A-plus contracts on the books and 
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one more A. The next best teams in that regard have three 
contracts rated an A or higher. 

Colorado had three contracts on the best contracts list with 
Cale Makar on the second-best deal of all while Nathan 
MacKinnon and Samuel Girard both bring in massive surplus 
value as well. On top of that, Devon Toews and Mikko 
Rantanen are both underpaid relative to what they bring to 
the table and even the new Gabriel Landeskog contract 
looks decent for now relative to the league’s contract 
landscape. 

That’s a lot of value at the top and it’s why on average 
Colorado’s players have a surplus-value of nearly $10 
million. The next best team is at $2.7 million. The Avalanche 
are playing a different sport here and maybe that’s the model 
overrating the team after playing in a weak division, but 
there’s so much room between them and the next team that 
it wouldn’t matter. Even after the superstar talents, there’s 
some solid bargains and very few actually bad deals hurting 
the team. When one of the worst deals is for a depth 
defenseman that can be buried, you know you’re in a good 
spot. Colorado’s cap sheet is pretty pristine. 

2. Florida Panthers 

Last season: 8th 

After a strong season where the Panthers finally emerged as 
a league power, it should be no surprise the team made big 
moves here – especially since goalie contracts aren’t 
considered. The Sergei Bobrovsky deal is obviously all kinds 
of terrible and holds Florida back from actually belonging in 
second, but the skaters in front are great and on mostly 
sensible deals. Five are in the A-range. 

That obviously includes superstars Aleksander Barkov and 
Jonathan Huberdeau, but with limited term left on those 
deals, it’s actually three others rated higher. One is 
MacKenzie Weegar who played Norris-caliber hockey last 
year and is signed for just $3.3 million. Remember when he 
was on the trade block last year? Remember too when 
Carter Verhaeghe and Anthony Duclair were taken off the 
scrap heap, placed next to Barkov and turned into legitimate 
top-line players? Now they’re both on great value deals. 
Gustav Forsling, another low-risk bet made last season, also 
paid off and finds himself on a reasonable deal. 

The two biggest problem contracts also have potential to not 
be problems at all if they keep up what they showed in 
Florida. Both Sam Bennett and Brandon Montour look 
overpaid here because their past history isn’t exactly 
glowing, but they looked like changed men after the 
deadline. If that’s who they really are those contracts might 
just look like steals too. 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last season: 5th 

The Leafs always rank high by cap efficiency much to the 
chagrin of the commenters, but after these last playoffs they 
obviously have a point. This method ranks every player by 
their projected regular output and in that case, everyone is 
indeed delivering with very few actually bad contracts on the 
books. Auston Matthews, Mitch Marner and William Nylander 
were all overpaid to varying degrees (Marner a lot, Nylander 

a little) given they were RFAs, but there was never much 
doubt they would be worth the price. Matthews was a Hart 
Trophy runner up, Marner is a 100-point threat and Nylander 
is a quality first-line forward. On the open market, that costs 
more than what the Leafs are paying.  

After seeing what defense went for this free agency, it’s hard 
not to love what the Leafs have with their top four which 
comes in at $17.5 million combined and is one of the 
league’s best. That still feels weird to type for a team that 
has always sucked in that department. 

Aside from Alex Kerfoot, the John Tavares deal which is in 
its later stages, and David Kampf everyone is paid less than 
their fair share. That’s to be expected for a team that looked 
like a legitimate contender last season. 

Of course, this is the Leafs. It would be obtuse not to 
mention that in the playoffs the complete opposite story is 
true. Slap in their playoff stats and this team is closer to the 
bottom of the league instead, fully deserving of any “overpaid 
bum” narrative. On the surface, every player is fairly paid, but 
until they actually deliver when it counts it doesn’t matter. 

4. Boston Bruins 

Last season: 1st 

Last year’s most efficient team drops a few places because 
the sweetheart deals grow one year closer to expiring, some 
inefficient money was added and one contract looks like an 
absolute mess. 

The deals for the team’s best five players remain the 
pinnacle holding everything up, with two of the best contracts 
in hockey and four A-level in total. Brad Marchand is signed 
for four more years at a bargain while David Pastrnak has 
two years left. Both could make eight figures annually on the 
open market, easily, but Boston still has them under $7 
million – a luxury. Patrice Bergeron is right there, though he 
has only one year left and the top pair of Charlie McAvoy and 
Matt Grzelcyk look incredibly underpaid as well.  

On top of those main five, the team has two analytics-
adjacent bets that look likely to pay off with Craig Smith and 
Mike Reilly, plus a plethora of mostly fair deals. 

But even the best teams have a few problem areas and that 
has never escaped Boston who has always had some of the 
best deals on the books, but also some rather poor ones. 
Charlie Coyle’s is aging in that vein and after a very down 
year it’s hard not to look at his five years left at $5.3 million 
without some contempt. New deals for Nick Foligno and 
Derek Forbort don’t grade out well either. 

Brandon Carlo also rolls in with six years of negative value 
projected. Given the wild ride the defenseman market went 
on this summer, it may be time to recalibrate the open 
market worth of the position. In terms of wins, Carlo doesn’t 
seem to move the needle much, but the model may also be 
underrating his ability. That may make the Bruins situation 
look worse than it actually is. 

5. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last season: 7th 
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What good is cap space if a team isn’t spending it wisely? 
Vegas is an elite team. Elite teams spend to the cap. How 
Vegas has spent to the cap is very strong for the most part – 
therefore, even without much actual space, the team has a 
pretty efficient salary structure. The Golden Knights belong 
near the top. 

The defense is pretty funny when looking at opposite ends. 
Shea Theodore has one of the best contracts in the sport. 
Alex Pietrangelo, one year in, is looking a bit overpaid (but 
again, $8.8 million looks like a steal after this summer). 
Together though? That’s $14 million for one of the best one-
two punches in hockey. A team getting either for $7 million is 
laughing. It’s also fair to wonder if the model doesn’t properly 
rate “eating minutes” where some of Theodore’s elite value is 
a byproduct of Pietrangelo making things a bit easier for him. 
That context is always worth considering with all of these 
evaluations, even if it’s not explicitly mentioned. 

Aside from that interesting dichotomy, the rest of the cap 
sheet is good to average. Many of the team’s most important 
forwards are signed under market value with the “worst” 
deal, William Karlsson’s, still looking very close to fair for the 
life of the deal. If there’s any issue, it’s with the acquisition of 
Evgeny Dadonov. After trading Marc-Andre Fleury’s cap hit 
away, it feels weird to see Vegas use it that way. 

6. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last season: 6th 

The reason Tampa Bay is rarely in an actual cap grind is that 
they have good players they can deal. That’s the key to 
having cap problems and the Lightning look mostly in the 
clear for now. The Nikita Kucherov and Brayden Point deals 
are obviously the team’s best and should age very well, but 
the team also has a trio of top-four defenders looking fairly 
underpaid. Victor Hedman is closer to a $10 million 
defenseman (and arguably more after seeing other 
contracts), Mikhail Sergachev closer to what Hedman 
makes, and Erik Cernak closer to what Sergachev makes. 
Funny how that works.  

There’s also other solid deals up front with Anthony Cirelli 
and Alex Killorn being fairly paid (a slight surprise for 
opposite reasons given the discourse at the time), and 
Steven Stamkos and Ondrej Palat being slight bargains. It’s 
all very good, as you’d expect from the league’s smartest 
franchise. 

The only reason Tampa Bay isn’t higher? That Ryan 
McDonagh deal. It’s a pretty hefty eyesore in comparison to 
the rest of the team’s cap outlook and it may be what cost 
the team some assets over the years, especially this past 
summer. Five years left isn’t pretty and helps justify Tampa 
Bay’s slightly lower standing. (It’s also important to 
remember that every future year is age-adjusted and the 
Lightning aren’t exactly the young bucks they used to be). 

7. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last season: 11th 

The Hurricanes had an interesting offseason, to say the 
least. Letting Dougie Hamilton walk was certainly A Choice, 
as was re-signing Jordan Martinook for three seasons. I 

hope Tony DeAngelo’s surplus value is worth the PR 
headache of giving him his 18th chance. 

Aside from that, the core is still mostly intact and signed to 
strong deals. Sebastian Aho’s offer sheet is predictably aging 
well and Brett Pesce is a bargain on the blue line. That’s two 
A-level contracts to go with Vincent Trocheck, Teuvo 
Teravainen and Jaccob Slavin all being fairly underpaid as 
well.  

The one big issue still is Brady Skjei. I’m still not quite sure 
why the team invested in him, but considering he costs 0.59 
Hamilton’s to be nowhere near the quality of player it feels 
like a costly mistake. Carolina has a good cap sheet and will 
still be a good team next year, but it’s fair to wonder whether 
the team could’ve been something more. Skjei’s contract 
isn’t the reason Hamilton is gone, but it’s not hard to draw a 
line between both decisions and believe Carolina came out 
on the wrong end of it. 

8. Seattle Kraken 

Last season: New 

The new team in town is here and with a completely error-
free cap sheet to start with it wasn’t too difficult to make it 
into the league’s top 10. It was clear cap space was a 
massive priority for Seattle from the get-go with its expansion 
process and if cap space was accounted for the team might 
rank even higher. 

What’s concerning though is what the team did with the cap 
space. In free agency, they overpaid for both Jaden 
Schwartz and especially Alex Wennberg. The “extensions” 
for both Jamie Oleksiak and Adam Larsson were a bit rich for 
me, and I’m still baffled that the team took on the Brandon 
Tanev contract without getting a sweetener back in return. 
That all takes away from some of the early luster and it’s not 
like there are any slam dunk deals on the books either. Jared 
McCann is a bargain, but only for one more season. 

It kind of says a lot about the rest of the league that this cap 
sheet, which isn’t that impressive ranks inside the top 10. 
What is everyone else doing here? 

9. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last season: 3rd 

After a long and illustrious career, it finally happened: Evgeni 
Malkin was not worth his price tag. You can give it a pass 
because he’s been worth well above it for his entire career, 
but it’s still noteworthy that he currently isn’t. It’s part of the 
reason the Penguins don’t grade out as high as they did last 
season. At that point, they had a lot of great contracts on the 
books, but there’s less time on those now and some other 
contracts have aged poorly. 

The Jake Guentzel and Sidney Crosby deals remain the 
cream of the crop here which makes sense for the team’s 
two best forwards. Guentzel has been a consistent top line 
sniper for the Penguins, a steal at $6 million and, well, Sid is 
Sid. Bryan Rust has the next best contract after that, but with 
only one year left the total surplus value is limited.  

After those three the deals are mostly middling: slight over or 
underpays. The newly signed Brock McGinn is an exception 
to that and I’m not sure how he was able to receive four 
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years of term. Jason Zucker has been awful as a Penguin 
and his contract now looks pretty rich. Nothing is as bad as 
Mike Matheson’s deal which still has five years left, but to his 
credit he’s made it look less bad as a Penguin where he’s 
played mostly fine.  

It’s a top 10 outlook, but that’s not saying much these days. It 
just means everything is mostly fair, although that’s a pretty 
good thing considering how most contracts age. 

10. New York Islanders 

Last season: 21st 

Aside from the new team in town jumping straight into the top 
10, no team had a bigger year-over-year glow-up than the 
Islanders who went from bottom third to top third. The Adam 
Pelech extension is what helped put the team over the top, 
but it’s also the team taking a legitimate leap last season 
where the model began to respect the club a lot more. 

If using comps, a few contracts look a little worse. Zach 
Hyman was one previous example, and Pelech’s is another, 
but it’s something that applies to all long term deals for 
players in their late 20s or 30s. The age curve used makes 
things quicker, but it’s also a little too generous with its aging 
effects. Regardless, the Pelech deal is still a great one and 
the best one on the books with $12.8 million of surplus value. 

That’s due to the additive effect of it being eight years, but 
Pelech’s partner, Ryan Pulock, looks much more underpaid 
with one year left on his deal. That was a bargain when 
signed and he proved it last year with an excellent season. 
With Scott Mayfield and Andy Greene, the whole defense 
grades out well and is what’s keeping this team in the top 10. 
Just like real life. 

Up front, it’s basically just Mathew Barzal who is on a great 
deal with everyone else being varying levels of overpaid. 
Brock Nelson and Anders Lee look fine for now and Josh 
Bailey isn’t bad either. In terms of long-term deals, it’s just 
Jean-Gabriel Pageau’s that looks to be an issue. Having said 
that, it’s again important to note this only measures regular-
season value and Pageau is a playoff beast. That makes his 
contract a bit more worthwhile.  

11. New Jersey Devils 

Last season: 17th 

It is very hard for a team to have their two best contracts 
come via free agency, especially in today’s market, but New 
Jersey somehow found a way. That the Devils rank 11th is a 
small miracle as a result, but there’s not a lot on the books 
period and they made two smart bets with some analytics 
favorites. 

Tomas Tatar has been a top-line caliber scorer for each of 
the last three seasons and the Devils got him for a decent 
price tag without having to sacrifice on term. That’s a good 
day’s work, but the real prize is Dougie Hamilton whose deal 
looks better and better every single day. Hamilton is signed 
for the next seven years at $9 million and that looks like a 
bargain when seeing that all three of Seth Jones, Zach 
Werenski and Darnell Nurse signed for a bit more around the 
same time frame. None of those players are on Hamilton’s 
level and he’s the cheapest of the four. It may not age well, 

but for now he should put up elite results which should make 
him well worth the price tag. The Yegor Sharangovich deal 
looks pretty great as well. 

On the books are two main issues. The first is P.K. Subban 
who is overpaid by nearly $8 million. He didn’t pan out here, 
but luckily there’s only one year left. The second is a bit more 
concerning as its 2017 first pick Nico Hischier. He’s young 
enough that he can still grow into his contract and he’s 
already not far off. But as it stands now it does look like a bit 
of an overpay. 

12. Calgary Flames 

Last season: 10th 

This time last year the Rasmus Andersson contract looked 
like a bargain, but a very poor season from the young 
defender means it’s now one of Calgary’s worst. That’s a 
completely different script for Chris Tanev who goes from the 
team’s worst defense contract to the best after an incredible 
resurgent season. The model was way off on both there, an 
important reminder that everything here is probabilistic, and 
not a certainty.  

Milan Lucic still takes the cake for worst contract with two 
years left, but Andersson may take over barring a 
turnaround. Calgary will also need Blake Coleman to show 
he’s a legitimate top-six player for the majority of the contract 
in order for him to be worth it. Aside from those three, it’s a 
decent number of fair deals. 

At the top of the forward list though are the team’s four best 
forwards, all underpaid to various degrees. Matthew Tkachuk 
and Johnny Gaudreau both have one year left and are $9 
million players, so to be paid $7 million or less is a bargain. 
Calgary can’t let that go to waste, nor can the Flames waste 
Andrew Mangiapane’s sweetheart deal, one of the league’s 
biggest steals who also only has one year left. At least Elias 
Lindholm has three years left on a very sensible deal, but 
after this season Calgary is going to have to make some 
choices. 

13. Edmonton Oilers 

Last season: 9th 

Edmonton was firmly in the top 10 up until a couple weeks 
ago. The Cody Ceci contract signed in free agency was 
poorly thought out, as was the trade for Duncan Keith and 
his contract. The Zack Kassian contract which is still on the 
books is pretty bad too. But aside from that the cap picture 
was looking a lot better, headlined by two of the absolute 
best contracts in hockey: McDavid’s and Draisaitl’s. The duo 
combine to be worth 10 wins on their own, which is half of a 
playoff team. On the open market McDavid is worth more 
than the max and Draisaitl isn’t far off. For the Oilers to be 
paying just $21 million for both is an incredible luxury and is 
enough to elevate even the worst cap sheets in the league. 
Together, they give Edmonton over $60 million in excess 
value through the life of their deal.  

It took one contract to squander nearly all of it. McDavid 
didn’t take a hometown discount for the team to waste all of it 
paying Darnell Nurse, arguably a McDavid byproduct. The 
Nurse extension quickly became one of the league’s very 
worst, adding $40.9 million of negative value to the books. 
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That’s just a shade over McDavid’s positive contribution and 
it dropped Edmonton out of the top 10. 

Not too far down as the team still does have the McDavid 
and Draisaitl contracts. This projection doesn’t mind the Zach 
Hyman deal either (though using comps makes it much less 
flattering) and there are a few others that are fairly positive. 
But Nurse’s extension puts a bit of a stink on everything. It 
will be very hard to live up to as he’s being paid like he can 
replicate last season for eight years. I’m not convinced he 
can do it next year. 

14. Minnesota Wild 

Last season: 18th 

While cap space isn’t included in this analysis, dead money 
is – though perhaps not very well. I figured the Wild would be 
a lot lower after buying out the remainder of the Zach Parise 
and Ryan Suter contracts considering that leaves them 
with… $50 million (!!!) in dead money over the next several 
seasons. It’s the equivalent of some of the league’s worst 
contracts with zero chance of providing positive value. It 
feels like the team should’ve sank a lot lower for that. 

The rest of the cap sheet is solid though and that’s likely 
confounding the team ranking enough to rank above 
average. Marcus Foligno and Joel Eriksson Ek highlight the 
efficiently paid forward group, two-thirds of one of the best 
shutdown lines in hockey.  Those are Minnesota’s two best 
deals, but the Wild also have a solid fleet of B-level deals on 
top of that with no albatross on the books. The worst deal is 
Jonas Brodin’s and at 43 percent that still has a decent 
chance of hitting. 

New contracts to Kirill Kaprizov and Kevin Fiala should 
elevate the team further, but like you I was shocked to see 
the dead money not sink the Wild to the league’s bottom 
third. That’s an incomparably ugly situation. 

15. Detroit Red Wings 

Last season: 16th 

What once looked like one of the most grotesque cap 
situations in hockey is finally looking much cleaner. The 
worst deal on the book, Frans Nielsen’s, is done after this 
year, as are the deals for Danny DeKeyser and Marc Staal, 
both of whom are overpaid for what they bring to the table. 
Nick Leddy probably also qualifies for that. 

Aside from that, this is about as boring a cap sheet as you’ll 
find in the league. Nothing long term, nothing outside the box 
in either direction. It makes sense that Detroit lands almost 
square in the middle of the league. 

16. Washington Capitals 

Last season: 23rd 

I’m a bit shocked to see Washington improve over last 
season considering the team is older, in decline and just 
signed Alex Ovechkin to his retirement contract. There are 
times where nerds will tell you why a contract is bad, but 
never let anyone say anything negative about Ovechkin 
making it rain until he’s 40. He deserves every penny for 
likely being underpaid for most of his career and now we can 
watch him chase The Great One. 

The “D” stands for damn anyone who speaks ill of Ovie. 

The Nicklas Backstrom and Evgeny Kuznetsov contracts are 
both equally bad on top of that as the Capitals’ core 
essentially gets their “ride off into the sunset” money. I can 
only respect that. There are some decent deals on the books 
and the T.J. Oshie and John Carlson contracts are both 
aging surprisingly well, but most of the deals are just fair. 
Nothing much more or less. 

17. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last season: 12th 

There’s a fair bit of red here, headlined by the Kevin Hayes 
deal. That deal looked way too rich at the time and will only 
continue to be an issue going forward with five years left. 
Newly acquired Rasmus Ristolainen is paid $4.2 million too 
much and there’s also the risk that the Flyers will give him a 
raise on top of that if they like what they see. For whatever 
reason. At least the other defender the team acquired, Ryan 
Ellis, is on a strong deal. If he can get Ivan Provorov back to 
looking like a top pair defender the team kills two birds with 
one stone and gets Provorov’s contract value back up above 
positive as well. 

Sean Couturier remains the cream of the crop here, but with 
only one year left there aren’t a lot of slam dunk deals on the 
books. That happened primarily due to a down season where 
many players’s deals began to look much worse. Travis 
Konecny looked like he had one of the league’s best deals 
last season, but now it’s much closer to ‘fair’ than a bargain. 
The rest of the deals here are pretty fair. 

18. Dallas Stars 

Last season: 24th 

There are four really bad deals here that sink the Stars to 
below average, but the rest is really good. 

First, the bad. Tyler Seguin and Jamie Benn just haven’t 
aged well as the duo aren’t the superstar scorers they were 
when they signed. It happens to the best of them, something 
both Philadelphia and Anaheim have had to deal with, but I 
don’t think many expected it to be this quickly. That Seguin 
has six years left isn’t ideal at all as he simply isn’t a $10 
million player anymore. Maybe a full offseason of 
rehabilitation can help, but I have my doubts with his injuries. 
In between those two on the chart is Radek Faksa who the 
model just doesn’t hold in high regard at all. Same goes for 
Esa Lindell who is a second pairing defender making strong 
number two defender money, for four more years. 

All four have a deficit over $10 million with a low chance of 
adding positive value, but there’s a fair bit of value elsewhere 
to make up ground. John Klingberg is still a bargain and Miro 
Heiskanen will be by the time his contract is up. Roope Hintz 
was a man possessed last year and the fact he makes $3.2 
million for the next two seasons feels outrageous. Alex 
Radulov, Denis Gurianov and Joe Pavelski all have one year 
left, but are underpaid by about $2 million apiece. In total it’s 
not enough to make up for the negative value, but it does 
help keep the team out of the bottom third. 

19. Montreal Canadiens 

Last season: 13th 
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Shea Weber on LTIR hurts in the short term on the ice, but it 
improves the team’s accounting long term.  

The team has a few long-term deals which are very hit or 
miss. Brendan Gallagher and Tyler Toffoli are top-line caliber 
wingers and have very efficient contracts for the team. Josh 
Anderson nullifies that completely, with Mike Hoffman and 
Joel Armia being overpays on top of that. Jeff Petry just 
played some of the best hockey of his career and should see 
his contract age well. Newly acquired David Savard may be 
the opposite after the worst season of his career. Four years 
is a huge risk, but I’ve been wrong about defensive 
defenders on $3.5 million deals on this very team before 
(hello, Joel Edmundson). 

The biggest issue with Montreal’s cap picture is the only one 
not listed here though and that’s Carey Price. Even after a 
Stanley Cup Final run for the ages, he couldn’t be given 
away to Seattle. That’s on the contract and the Canadiens 
would rate far worse if that was considered. 

20. St. Louis Blues 

Last season: 14th 

The Blues added Pavel Buchnevich and signed him to a 
strong deal, but that couldn’t stop the year-over-year trend 
where the Blues drop in efficiency. When the whole team is 
down bad, the contracts start looking a lot worse.  

Justin Faulk’s contract was always awful and though he had 
a solid first month of the season, that predictably did not last. 
Six more years at top pairing money, yikes. The Torey Krug 
deal looked fine at the time, as did Marco Scandella’s, but 
neither looked any good last year. 

Up front there’s still David Perron and Ryan O’Reilly 
providing value, but a fair bit of red below. Obviously Vladimir 
Tarasenko is there given the team wants to get rid of him, 
but his contract isn’t the biggest offender here. Ivan 
Barbashev is too rich for a fourth liner, Brandon Saad’s term 
might be a problem and Brayden Schenn really regressed 
last year. That contract looked fair once, but not if he’s 
dropped down to second line territory with… gulp… seven 
years left. 

21. New York Rangers 

Last season: 28th 

I just… I don’t get why the Rangers would do what they did 
this offseason. They were on the right track creating an uber-
skilled team, but decided to go all in on grit after Tom Wilson 
ruffled their feathers. The end result is trading for Ryan 
Reaves who is no longer an NHL-calibre player, and signing 
Barclay Goodrow to an inexplicable six-year deal. The only 
reason that it’s not the team’s worst deal is because Jacob 
Trouba still exists. Overpaying Patrik Nemeth and signing 
Jarred Tinordi at all also doesn’t look wise. 

The Rangers have a couple of good deals on the books in 
their two centers, Ryan Lindgren and Artemi Panarin for the 
next four years, but a fair bit of bad too. A team that’s coming 
out of a rebuild shouldn’t already have this many contract 
inefficiencies. 

22. Anaheim Ducks 

Last season: 19th 

The Ducks remain the league’s least interesting team. No 
stars, little depth, and though they have some exciting young 
talent coming up, it does pail in comparison to what other 
rebuilding teams have to offer.  

Anaheim has a lot of bad players making much more than 
they should. Adam Henrique is overpaid by nearly $2.5 
million per year while Jakob Silfverberg is overpaid by over 
three. Both contracts aren’t as bad as Cam Fowler’s as he’s 
struggled to be a legitimate top pairing defensemen during 
the life of the deal. His deal is among the league’s worst as 
he’s paid $6.5 million and should be closer to $3 million.  

23. Vancouver Canucks 

Last season: 22nd 

Not satisfied with one terrible defenseman contract on the 
books, the Canucks decided to collect two more this 
offseason like they were the opposite of infinity stones. 
Vancouver will be paying $15.8 million to Oliver Ekman-
Larsson, Tyler Myers and Tucker Poolman to cost the team 
1.2 wins. Cost. Myers was already on the books, a mistake 
anyone could’ve seen from a mile away, but trading for one 
of the worst contracts in the league and then signing an AHL-
caliber defender to a multi-year pact? The Canucks are what 
you get when you combine desperate and misguided, and 
the Ekman-Larsson trade stinks of that. They could’ve been 
rid of three bad deals with some patience, $12 million off the 
books for 2022-23. Instead, they have a past-his-prime 
defender who doesn’t move the needle eating up $7.3 million 
for the next six years. 

Aside from those three everyone is paid relatively fairly. Elias 
Pettersson and Quinn Hughes will likely be bridge deal 
steals. The best deal belongs to Conor Garland, one of the 
most under-appreciated forwards in hockey. He doesn’t 
totally make up for the Ekman-Larsson blunder, but he 
certainly helps and will get his due in a bigger market playing 
with an actual top line center. The five-year pact is excellent 
value and is the main reason the Canucks aren’t any lower. 

24. Arizona Coyotes 

Last season: 26th 

This looks a lot better than it did last year and that’s thanks 
to the team shipping out Oliver Ekman-Larsson’s toxic deal 
and Jakob Chychrun blossoming into a young stud defender. 
Four more years at $4.6 million is an incredible bargain for 
one of the league’s best young defensemen, a player who 
solidified himself as a legitimate number one defender last 
season. If the team could get Clayton Keller to take a similar 
leap they’d be in great shape as he still hasn’t grown into his 
contract just yet. It’s currently the team’s worst one. The 
same can probably be said for Nick Schmaltz too. 

The rest doesn’t matter at all. It’s filler with plenty of cap 
casualties from other teams littering the cap sheet to make 
the situation worse than it actually is. It won’t matter because 
this team will be one of the league’s very worst next year. 
After that, nearly $30 million comes off the books. With that 
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much cap space, Arizona could be dangerous in a few years 
– it just needs to do this rebuild right. 

25. Winnipeg Jets 

Last season: 20th 

As we all know by now, this model isn’t fond of the Jets 
skaters, seeing the team as Connor Hellebuyck and friends, 
just or not. Naturally it won’t look at the cap picture fondly, 
but even if you have an inkling to be more generous to the 
group than the model does, it’s difficult to envision this as an 
above average situation. 

The Josh Morrissey deal is tough. Analytically, he’s been 
awful ever since Jacob Trouba was shipped out and while 
we can account for his tough situation, maybe it’s not giving 
him enough credit. That’s the biggest cap mishap on the 
books and is one of the league’s worst contracts. It’s the 
main reason the Jets land so low, but there’s also the Blake 
Wheeler deal which has aged terribly (he was awful 
defensively last year), and the Adam Lowry deal which is 
way too much for a bottom six center. A mediocre one at 
that. The team also traded for Nate Schmidt who doesn’t 
have the best contract which is why Vancouver traded him 
away in the first place. 

Nikolaj Ehlers, Winnipeg’s best forward, is on an incredible 
deal that’s underpaying him nearly $3 million per year, but 
the team’s other two stars, Mark Scheifele and Kyle Connor, 
are pretty fairly compensated. One big bargain, and a fair bit 
of junk. 

26. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last season: 27th 

Things were on the way up for Chicago. The team got out of 
the last two years of the Duncan Keith deal unscathed 
(collecting actual assets!) and the team carried a lot of long 
term flexibility. The longest deal on the books had three 
years remaining, but most were just one or two years – 
mostly at market price. There were some liabilities like the 
remainder of Jonathan Toews’s deal and the final year of 
Calvin de Haan’s, but mostly the team was looking good. 

Then they signed Seth Jones for eight more years, whose 
contract singlehandedly dropped the team 12 spots in these 
rankings. Without the Jones extension, Chicago’s cap sheet 
looks pretty pristine relatively speaking, with the recent 
Brandon Hagel extension looking solid too. 

I understand the Jones discourse is nauseating for many. 
He’s better than his numbers say, he’s worse than his eye 
test suggests. Let’s live in that middle ground and simply 
appreciate that Chicago gave him the the third highest salary 
for a defenseman, for eight years, that starts in 2022-23, the 
year after his worst season, before he’s played a single 
game for the team. The Blackhawks received no discount for 
that risk because best case scenario, he actually plays like a 
$9.5 million defenseman and gets paid as such a year from 
now. That’s a possibility! But it’s a gamble because there’s 
also the downside risk that what Jones showed last year 
wasn’t a blip or a fluke, but a sign of things to come. There’s 
a chance he just doesn’t fit into Chicago’s scheme.  

It’s a huge bet to make with very little upside because there’s 
also the fact that half those years will come in Jones’s 30s. 
He may be elite next year to be worth the contract, but can 
he maintain that as he ages? It’s very unlikely and that 
leaves a huge sore spot on the team’s books. No other 
contract carries less surplus value. 

27. Ottawa Senators 

Last season: 29th 

It’s always funny to me seeing the surplus value for players 
when I don’t default to league minimum as the cutoff at the 
bottom. Let’s see how far down this thing really goes, ya 
know? For example, Nikita Zaitsev is set to be paid $13.5 
million over the next three years and carries a surplus value 
of minus-$14.7 million. In other words, he should pay $1.2 
million for the trouble. 

Obviously that’s a little unfair and why I usually default to 
league minimum, but it helps accentuate some players 
whose value goes far below replacement level. Zaitsev is 
one of three players who carry negative surplus value over 
$10 million with Colin White and Thomas Chabot being the 
others. With the latter, at least there’s hope he can live up to 
the deal when the team starts getting better. For now it’s a 
little too rich. 

As for good deals, the newly minted Victor Mete pact isn’t 
bad, and Artem Zub was a nice surprise for the Senators last 
year as well. Not much else though which explains the low 
standing. 

28. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last season: 4th 

Oof. No team took a bigger year-over-year tumble than 
Columbus, which is to be somewhat expected since the team 
itself went from pretty good to pretty awful. 

Mostly, the issue is everything that’s happened since. Patrik 
Laine has been an awful fit and isn’t worth his substantial 
cap hit. Jakub Voracek was acquired in a one-for-one swap 
with Cam Atkinson and is on a worse contract. Sean Kuraly, 
a below replacement level center, is making way too much 
for way too long for negative value. And then there were the 
two extensions, overpayments to keep talent around after 
seeing so many players willing to leave. Boone Jenner really 
didn’t need to be extended for four more seasons and isn’t 
worth just under $4 million, while Zach Werenski’s extension 
was truly eye-popping for a defender yet to prove he’s a 
legitimate number one guy. 

Those are Columbus’s five worst contracts and they were all 
tendered within the last year. They all have the chance to be 
better, but they look like very expensive risks right now. 

29. Buffalo Sabres 

Last season: 25th 

Buffalo’s cap sheet is mostly clean as the team stripped 
everything bare. The Sabres are almost out of the Kyle 
Okposo deal too. Finally.  

But for the next six years, they’ll have to live with an even 
worse deal and that’s Jeff Skinner’s. Overpaid by $41 million 
in total and just a nine percent chance of living up his salary. 
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It’s one of the worst contracts in the league and it’s why the 
Sabres rank so low. Everything else is pretty close to fine – 
though there aren’t many big wins – but one big hole can 
sink a ship. 

30. Nashville Predators 

Last season: 15th 

The Predators were once one of the league’s most shrewd 
teams, but their cap picture has quickly spiraled out of 
control as their long-term bets simply haven’t aged as 
gracefully as expected. 

That’s mostly on the team’s worst contract which is Ryan 
Johansen’s. He may have once been worth the price tag, but 
his value quickly evaporated. To fix that, Nashville signed 
Matt Duchene to an identical deal and that looks to be aging 
almost as poorly after only two seasons. Even the Roman 
Josi extension, which looked solid when signed now appears 
a shade below average after a down season. The Mikael 
Granlund deal was pretty inexplicable given what he’s shown 
as a Predator and then there’s the Colton Sissons contract 
which somehow has five years remaining? Sure. 

What hurts most is that the team’s two best deals belong to 
two of their best players, but both have just one year left. 
Given the direction the team is heading, it could mean a 
lucrative deadline haul though so the key will be keeping the 
cap sheet clear enough for when this team comes out the 
other side of the rebuild. 

31. Los Angeles Kings 

Last season: 30th 

That’s… a lot of red. Newcomer Viktor Arvidsson is on the 
best deal and at this point of his career, it’s mostly just fair. 
That’s the only deal expected to deliver positive value, 
though that could change once the Kings start turning the 
ship around. Anze Kopitar may find new life with more talent 
around him, Phillip Danault might age better than expected 
and Alex Iafallo could continue to be solid in a lower role. 
Matt Roy has shown some promise in the past. 

But it doesn’t help that almost all of the short-term deals are 
slight over-payments to varying degrees and simply having 
poor players – like Brendan Lemieux, Carl Grundstrom and 
Olli Maatta – doesn’t help either. The biggest issue is, of 
course, Drew Doughty’s mega-deal which goes on for six 
more seasons. It’s not impossible that Doughty returns – a 
six percent chance is like rolling an 11 with two die – it’s just 
very unlikely and continues being more unlikely as he goes 
farther into his 30s. Last year he bounced back enough to be 
top-pairing caliber, but his contract demands elite play and 
that’s a very tall order. As long as he’s playing, and not 
playing at that level, the Kings will be at the bottom of these 
rankings. 

32. San Jose Sharks 

Last season: 31st 

Last year’s least efficient team stays at the bottom as the 
2020-21 season did nothing to dispel the notion that this is a 
bad team with bad players on bad contracts. 

With three players on the top 10 worst contracts list, it should 
be no surprise San Jose lands here. For the next five years, 
the Sharks will be paying Logan Couture, Marc-Edouard 
Vlasic and Erik Karlsson $26.5 million. That’s awful and 
contributes to the team’s woeful average surplus-value of 
just under $9 million, three million clear of the next worst 
team. There’s also $12 million of dead money on the books 
after the Martin Jones buyout that makes the situation look 
even worse. 

I’m not even sure how a team gets out of such a mess other 
than being patient and hope for LTIR or retirement. On top of 
those three millstones, the Sharks also have Brent Burns’ 
onerous deal to worry about while Kevin Labanc’s deal 
doesn’t seem so hot either. 

It’s those deals that are anchoring the Sharks to the bottom, 
but at the very least most of the team’s forward contracts are 
actually fine. Tomas Hertl is extremely underpaid and the 
model strangely loves Alex Barabanov for some reason. The 
Nick Bonino deal signed this summer was a steal too. 

It’s not all bad, but what is bad is horrific and that’s why 
they’re here.

 

 

 

Hurricanes sign forward Andrew Poturalski to one-year, two-way contract 

The Carolina Hurricanes have signed forward Andrew 
Poturalski to a one-year, two-way contract, the team 
announced Wednesday. 

The deal is worth $750,000 at the NHL level and $200,000 at 
the AHL level, with $250,000 guaranteed. 

Poturalski, 27, was named the Calder Cup Playoffs MVP in 
2019 with the Charlotte Checkers. He spent the last two 

seasons with the San Diego Gulls, the Anaheim Ducks' 
minor-league affiliate. 

This will be the forward's second stint with Carolina. In 2016-
17, he appeared in the only two NHL games of his career in 
a Hurricanes uniform.
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Carolina Hurricanes 2021 Draft Profile: Scott Morrow 

Morrow has the potential to become a top four offensive 
defenseman at the NHL level if he develops properly at 
UMass and in the AHL. 

By Matthew Somma 

Over the course of the offseason, I’ll be taking a look at 
some of the Hurricanes’ 2021 draft class. Not ever player will 
be profiled since there isn’t a lot of film on some of them, but 
I’ll be doing my best to bring you information regarding the 
Hurricanes’ newest group of prospects. First up is Scott 
Morrow, who was selected 40th overall by the Hurricanes.  

In these profiles, I’ll break down a player’s game on the 
offensive and defensive side of the puck, break down what 
stands out in a good or bad way, and talk about certain 
qualities that might lead to NHL success. I’ll be using game 
film to study each player’s game and get an accurate 
depiction of where they’re at in their development, what they 
can improve upon and where they stand above the rest.  

Offense 

Morrow wants to be involved offensively, that much is clear. 
Shattuck St. Mary’s’ offense ran through Morrow, and when 
you watch his game, it’s not hard to see why. His speed, 
stickhandling and elite hockey sense allowed for Morrow to 
dominate play in the offensive zone and wreak havoc for 
opposing players. Morrow sees the ice at an elite level and 
can thread passes through multiple defenders, making him a 
puck-moving threat if he is given any amount of open ice to 
work with. The term “puck moving defenseman” doesn’t 
inspire a ton of confidence in Hurricanes fans because the 
first person that comes to mind is Ryan Murphy. Morrow isn’t 
like Murphy. I love Morrow’s hockey sense and it’s probably 
his best asset, followed closely by his skating. Morrow’s 
ability to anticipate the play and react to a change in position 
or a mistake by an opponent is what makes him so 
dangerous. All it takes is one small mistake or one missed 
coverage and Morrow can make you pay.  

While he doesn’t use his shot as often as I’d like, it’s clear 
that Morrow has a good shot that is close to NHL ready. I 
see him using his shot as a passing option as well, where a 
forward will take advantage of the rebound and put the puck 
in the net off of Morrow’s shot. Little plays like that stand out 
because you’re able to see that Morrow is looking for every 
possible way to create offense. I noticed that Morrow had a 
good amount of secondary assists. Not all secondary assists 
are worth much, but a lot of Morrow’s involved him starting a 
zone entry, taking the puck and moving it off the faceoff or 
starting a zone entry with a nice exit pass out of his own end. 
Again, his vision comes into play here. Morrow makes some 
fantastic stretch passes and is one of the better defensemen 
I’ve seen at making those plays happen on a consistent 
basis.  

Morrow is rightly billed as an offensive defenseman. It’s one 
thing to be able to do this at the high school level, but he 
needed to show me that he was capable of holding his own 
against better competition to convince me of his upside. I got 
to see that upside at the World Junior Summer Showcase. 
Take a look at this clip.  

Defensemen that can carry the puck through the neutral 
zone, have a clean zone entry and manage to generate a 
quality scoring chance all at once are a rare breed. This type 
of thing might not happen at the NHL level, but if Morrow has 
the confidence to make these plays happen now, you can 
help to translate that to the NHL. Again, his shot isn’t utilized 
often but there’s some power behind it. 

Skating and Stickhandling 

Morrow’s skating deserves its own section, but I’m putting it 
together with his stickhandling since he excels at pulling off 
dekes at top speed. The above referenced clip is one good 
example. Morrow skates well for a 6-foot-2 skater and has a 
high top speed for a defenseman his age. The smooth, 
powerful stride and above average acceleration make 
Morrow a legitimate threat in transition. I’d call his style of 
play disruptive in transition because he can throw off an 
opponent due to his confidence with the puck on his stick. 
Take a look at this clip, where you can see Morrow freeze up 
the Swedish defenders. 

Morrow’s puck carrying abilities take over here, dangling past 
not one but two defenders and nearly deking past the goalie 
in tight. This play doesn’t result in a goal but it’s another 
example of just how good Morrow can be with the puck on 
his stick. This was at the end of a minute-long shift, too, and 
he was able to make a similar play happen later on in the 
period. Seeing Morrow pull these types of plays off against 
some of the best U20 skaters in the world fills me with more 
confidence than seeing him do the same against high school 
players. It’s nice to see that his style of play can work against 
better competition. 

Defense 

Morrow leaves a lot to be desired on the defensive side of 
things and will need to reinvent his game in the defensive 
zone before turning pro. That may sound harsh, but the fact 
of the matter is as long as Rod Brind’Amour is the coach of 
this team, then Morrow’s defensive play won’t fly.  

He can be passive and gets caught flat-footed a lot of the 
time, meaning he’ll have to scramble to make a play or will 
lose his man altogether. He doesn’t use his strength nearly 
enough and I rarely saw any sort of physicality from him. I’m 
not expecting Morrow to ever be a physical player, but you 
have to box out forwards and prevent them from establishing 
a net-front presence at the NHL level. In order to do that, you 
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have to be stronger and willing to assert yourself. Some of 
that could be immaturity and the fact that Morrow hasn’t had 
to do anything like that in high school, so I’m willing to wait a 
year to see if that’s the case. Like I said, I’d almost consider 
Morrow to be a passive player in the defensive zone and his 
defensive coverage can look lazy at times. I don’t think that 
he’s a lazy player, it’s just that he isn’t nearly as confident in 
his defensive abilities just yet.  

That’ll come, though. I did see flashes of play that were 
encouraging. Morrow’s hockey sense allows for him to 
anticipate a pass, which means that Morrow can take the 
puck and start a breakout. He was able to do that on 
occasion at the Summer Showcase and there were a few 
puck battles that I liked as well. He’s certainly not light and 
stands at 192 pounds currently, so he could be better along 
the boards. Morrow will always lean more towards the 
offensive side of the puck due to how he plays, but if he can 
improve defensively, he’ll be trusted with more ice time at 
every level. 

Other Strengths and Weaknesses 

Morrow’s skating frustrates opponents and he draws a lot of 
tripping penalties. It takes an opposing player by surprise 
and forces them to take a stupid penalty, which means they 
now have to deal with power-play quarterback Scott Morrow. 
That’s a legitimate threat for a lot of defenses. I thought that 
Morrow’s gap control was good and his skating allowed for 
him to close gaps quicker than some other defensemen his 
age. He’ll need to work on what to do after he closes the 
gap, but that’s something you can help him with. I wouldn’t 

call Morrow’s play with the puck selfish, but I would like to 
see him pass a little sooner on occasion. I love the plays that 
I included earlier, but there’s no guarantee that he’ll be able 
to pull that sort of thing off in the NHL. There’s no shame in 
making a pass after the zone entry and then setting yourself 
up to sustain the offensive pressure. 

Summary 

All in all, it’s easy to see why the Hurricanes were so high on 
Morrow. He possesses high-end skill in the offensive zone 
and could be a top four defenseman capable of 40+ points at 
the NHL level. His defensive play needs a lot of work, but 
you can help him develop in that area. Morrow’s skating, 
stickhandling, and hockey sense are close to NHL ready 
already, so building around those assets should turn him into 
a top prospect. Morrow’s NHL ETA is 2025, or four years 
after he was drafted. I don’t believe that he will need all four 
years in college before turning pro, but I do believe that he’ll 
need at least one season in the AHL after leaving college 
before becoming an NHL regular.  

Morrow’s game can translate to the NHL. He’ll have to make 
some improvements and fine-tune his offensive approach, 
but there’s a lot to like about his overall game. He can walk 
the line, play up on the rush, and is an absolute force in 
transition. I hate comparing prospects to other NHL players 
most of the time because no two players are the same. Sure, 
Morrow is as good of a stretch passer as Gardiner and as 
good in transition as a player like Spurgeon, but he’s his own 
player. Morrow could be a possible steal for the Hurricanes 
at 40th overall in a few years given how he plays.

 

Canes sign Poturalski to one-year, two-way deal 

The Hurricanes are bringing back a familiar face in 2019 
Calder Cup MVP, Andrew Poturalski, who signed a one-year, 
two-way deal with Carolina on Wednesday.  

By Ryan Henkel  

The Carolina Hurricanes have agreed to terms with former 
prospect, Andrew Poturalski, who the team signed to a one-
year, two-way deal. 

The forward spent the last two seasons within the Anaheim 
Ducks’ system where he had 11 goals and 50 points in 61 
games with the San Diego Gulls. 

Before that, Poturalski had spent four seasons prior in 
Carolina’s system where he helped lead the Charlotte 
Checkers to Calder Cup champions in 2019, being named 
playoff MVP along the way with 12 goals and 24 points in 18 
playoff games. 

Poturalski will more than likely join a burgeoning Chicago 
Wolves roster where his playmaking abilities can be a boost 
for both the team and Carolina’s promising prospects. 

‘CANES AGREE TO TERMS WITH ANDREW POTURALSKI 

Forward was named Calder Cup Playoff MVP with Charlotte 
in 2019 

RALEIGH, N.C. – Don Waddell, President and General 
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina 
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has signed 
forward Andrew Poturalski to a one-year, two-way contract. 
The deal will pay Poturalski $750,000 at the NHL level and 
$200,000 at the American Hockey League (AHL) level with a 
$250,000 guarantee. 

“Andrew is a playmaking forward who has put up excellent 
numbers at the AHL level,” said Waddell. “He previously 
spent four years in our organization, and we’re excited to 
bring back a player we’re very familiar with.” 

Poturalski, 27, registered 43 points (9g, 34a) in 44 AHL 
games with San Diego last season, leading all AHL skaters 
in assists and points. The 5’10”, 183-pound forward has 
tallied 226 points (77g, 149a) in 299 career AHL games with 
Charlotte and San Diego. Poturalski played four seasons 
with the Checkers from 2016-19 and won the Jack A. 
Butterfield Trophy as the MVP of the Calder Cup Playoffs in 
2019. He has skated in two career NHL games, both with 
Carolina, and made his NHL debut at Minnesota on April 4, 
2017. Poturalski played two seasons of NCAA hockey at 
New Hampshire from 2014-16, posting 81 points (36g, 45a) 
in 77 games. The Williamsville, N.Y., native was originally 
signed by the Hurricanes as a free agent on March 8, 2016.
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Wolves sign Wells 

The Chicago Wolves announced Wednesday they have 
signed goaltender Dylan Wells to a Standard Player Contract 
(SPC) for the 2021-22 season. 

Wells spent the 2020-21 season in the National Hockey 
League on the Edmonton Oilers taxi squad, but the 23-year-
old suited up for their American Hockey League (AHL) and 
ECHL affiliates, the Bakersfield Condors and Wichita 
Thunder, respectively, in the two seasons prior. 

In Wells’ 19 AHL appearances for Bakersfield, he compiled a 
6-10-1 record with a 3.16 goals-against average, an .898 
save percentage and 1 shutout. 

Before he turned pro, the St. Catharines, Ontario, native 
spent four years in juniors with the Peterborough Petes from 
2014-17. Wells also earned a Hlinka Memorial Gold Medal in 
2015-16 playing for Canada’s U18 team. 

The Chicago Wolves open the 2021-22 season against the 
Rockford IceHogs on Saturday, Oct. 16, at Allstate Arena 
and will host 16 Saturday night games and 11 Sunday 
afternoons as part of their 38-game home schedule. 

The Wolves’ Forever Flex Pack consists of 10 ticket 
vouchers you can use whenever you want and they never 
expire. To take advantage of this flexibility and savings, 
email a Wolves ticket representative here or call 1-800-THE-
WOLVES.

 

 
 

 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article253416155.html 

https://theathletic.com/2757157/2021/08/12/by-the-numbers-grading-every-nhl-teams-contract-efficiency-2021-edition/ 
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-sign-forward-andrew-poturalski-one-year-two-way-contract/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/8/11/22616144/carolina-hurricanes-2021-draft-scott-morrow-nhl 
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Hurricanes bring back a familiar face with latest free-agent signing 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER AUGUST 11, 2021 11:17 AM 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes have added to their forward depth by bringing 
back a familiar face. 

The Canes announced Wednesday they had signed forward Andrew 
Poturalski to a one-year, two-way contract. Poturalski will be paid 
$750,000 at the NHL level or $200,000 at the American Hockey League 
level, with a $250,000 guarantee. 

Poturalski, 27, was named the playoffs MVP when the Charlotte 
Checkers, then the Canes’ AHL affiliate, won the Calder Cup in 2019. 

“Andrew is a playmaking forward who has put up excellent numbers at 
the AHL level,” Canes president and general manage Don Waddell said 
in a statement. “He previously spent four years in our organization, and 
we’re excited to bring back a player we’re very familiar with.” 

Poturalski made his NHL debut with Carolina at Minnesota on April 4, 
2017, and has played in two career NHL games. 

Poturalski had 43 points (9 goals, 34 assists) in 44 AHL games with San 
Diego last season, leading all AHL skaters in assists and points. 

Poturalski played four seasons with the Checkers from 2016-19, winning 
the Jack A. Butterfield Trophy as the MVP of the 2019 Calder Cup 
playoffs. He played two seasons of NCAA hockey at New Hampshire 
before signing as a free agent with Carolina in March 2016. 

News Observer LOADED: 08.12.2021 
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The Athletic / The NHL’s 10 worst contracts, 2021 edition: Drew Doughty 
retains his title but Sharks are coming for him 

 

By Dom Luszczyszyn Aug 11, 2021  

 

The offseason is slowing down, general managers have already spent 
millions committing to future problems, and all that’s left to do is stare at 
CapFriendly in bewilderment. “How is this guy making that much?” 

That statement can go both ways, a shock regarding how much a player 
is underpaid or overpaid. 

This is an annual three-part series (2019, 2020 versions) looking at 
contract efficiency around the league, a crucial element to team building 
that has only become more important in a flat cap world. The goal here is 
to grade contracts empirically with the same context being applied to 
each player across the league. The lone goal is finding how much value 

each player brings to the table and how likely they’ll provide positive 
value over the life of the contract. No subjectivity, just math. 

The way that’s measured comes from comparing a player’s GSVA and 
the expected salary that comes with it to the current contract a player 
possesses. Surplus value compares what they make with what my model 
believes they should be making, while positive value probability 
measures the certainty that a player will perform above his cap hit. The 
list of best and worst contracts is based on those two factors (with twice 
as much weight being placed on surplus value) looking outward. What 
players have already done holds no merit, this is about the future value of 
the deal. Contract clauses and bonus structure are important, but not 
considered with this assessment. Players on LTIR were not considered. 

This year, I’ve also based age curves on player comps (where 
applicable, minimum five comps). Essentially, instead of simply using a 
population average, I looked at the 25 closest comparables to the player 
in question and then looked at how those players aged on average. It 
should add a little more context into why a contract might age well or 
poorly though for a lot of players on this list it was very difficult to find 
proper comps. 

On Tuesday we looked at the 10 best contracts so naturally today, here 
are the 10 worst. 

1. Drew Doughty 

Contract: $11M x six years 

Surplus Value: -$56.0M 

Positive Value Probability: 5.7 percent 

The man who was in first place last season returns this season to defend 
his title for the league’s worst contract. After two straight down seasons, 
Doughty had a small return to form last year putting up top pairing level 
value. On a poor Kings team, Doughty had a below-average expected 
goal and actual share again, but he managed to reverse an ugly trend 
where he was below average relative to the team too. This time he was 
positive, the Kings’ best defender. Coupled with a 50-point pace, 
Doughty was worth about 1.3 wins per 82 last season. Not bad, and it’s 
clear he isn’t cooked just yet. 

The problem is that the expectation at $11 million is significantly higher 
than “top pair caliber.” The expectation is elite level play, roughly 2.6 wins 
on average through the life of the deal. That’s twice as good as 
Doughty’s return-to-form season. It’s an extremely high bar to clear, one 
prime Doughty could, but 31-year-old Doughty likely can’t. It’ll be an even 
bigger problem for 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36-year-old Doughty and that’s the 
main reason Doughty is here again at the top of this list. The expectation 
is simply far too high for a defenceman in his 30s who has already shown 
signs of slowing down. Even a bounce-back season wasn’t enough to get 
his trajectory back on track to make this deal passable. 

Perhaps the team improving around him might help, but it’s hard to 
ignore that Doughty has also been part of the problem and at five-on-five 
has really struggled to drive offense. He needs help to be at his best, but 
the point of earning $11 million per year is that you should be able to do 
a lot more on your own. Doughty hasn’t been and is signed for six more 
years at a monumental cap hit he has very little chance of living up to. It’s 
only going to get worse from here on out and most of Doughty’s comps 
didn’t make it that far. 
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2. Erik Karlsson 

Contract: $11.5M x six years 

Surplus Value: -$55.7M 

Positive Value Probability: 8.4 percent 

Last year Karlsson was just an honourable mention on this list. This year 
he’s the co-headliner, a fitting tribute considering his deal was signed in 
direct response to the one above. Just two years into both deals, it’s kind 
of funny how spectacular the descent has been for both.  

The good news for the Sharks is that this contract has “future LTIR” 
written all over it given how worn down Karlsson’s body is. If the team 
turns things around quick enough and needs the space, it probably 
wouldn’t be too difficult to make this contract disappear. With Brent 
Seabrook’s deal traded only a couple weeks ago, it’s an important 
reminder that the salary cap is merely a suggestion and as bad as these 
deals are, there are ways to get out of them. Karlsson’s shouldn’t be too 
difficult. 

But all that ignores that the Sharks made Karlsson the league’s highest-
paid defenseman and he rewarded them by being the 274th most 
valuable defender last year, according to GSVA. Ouch. Karlsson played 
at a minus-0.6 win pace, a result of putting up just 22 points in 52 games 
while being a complete trainwreck defensively. No Sharks defenseman 
allowed more expected goals against per 60 than Karlsson’s 2.9 and it 
wasn’t particularly close. It was a similar story for actual goals. 

Bad defence has long been Karlsson’s reputation, but it’s only usually 
slightly below average and he generally makes up for it with his offense. 
Not last year, which was his absolute worst season defensively by 
relative expected goals against. The model expects him to bounce back 
next season and still be a top-four defender rather than one well below 
replacement level, but like Doughty, the expectation at $11.5 million is 
massive. It’s extremely unlikely he comes close to living up to it again, 
not in his 30s anyways. 

3. Jeff Skinner 

Contract: $9M x six years 

Surplus Value: -$43.9M 

Positive Value Probability: 9.9 percent 

It truly boggles my mind how some teams operate.  

Buffalo trades for Jeff Skinner: good. 

Buffalo plays Skinner with Jack Eichel: great. 

Skinner scores 40 goals next to Eichel: amazing. 

Buffalo pays 27-year-old Skinner as if he will score 40 goals for eight 
years as if it had nothing to do with the franchise center he was playing 
with: awful. 

Buffalo stops playing Skinner with Eichel in the first year of his contract: 
bad. 

Skinner scores 21 goals over his next 112 games: horrific. 

It would’ve been very difficult to predict that Skinner would drop off in 
such catastrophic fashion, but the signs were all there that this would not 
be a great contract from the get-go. That type of deal should be reserved 
for a player who can drive his own line as a legitimate top-line talent. 
Skinner looked much more like a complementary talent and while Buffalo 
needed to overpay to get him to stay, the Sabres would’ve been much 
better off letting him walk. The bigger issue is that Skinner not only 
wasn’t a top-line scorer post-contract, he turned into someone who could 
barely score at all. The deal went from bad value to nearly league-worst 
value. 

Based on his last two years this is going to be a very difficult deal to live 
up to. His positive value probability is the lowest of any forward and it’s 

because his future value doesn’t hold much upside. He needs to average 
2.4 wins for the life of his deal, but the top end of his comps – the 90th 
percentile range – maxes out at around 1.8 wins over the next two 
seasons. After that things get even bleaker. In the final year of his deal, 
Skinner has just a one percent chance of being a $9 million player. His 
current top comp is Darren Helm which is far from a good thing. 

On a depleted Buffalo team, Skinner should have more opportunity in a 
bigger role to regain some of his scoring touch. But without Eichel, 
there’s no way he’s coming anywhere close to bringing the requisite 
value to be worth his deal going into his 30s. What a disaster. 

4. Seth Jones 

Contract: $5.4M x one year, $9.5M x eight years 

Surplus Value: -$57.2M 

Positive Value Probability: 16.4 percent 

Hot off the presses is Jones’s mega-extension, agreed to on draft day 
right after being dealt to Chicago and signed on the opening day of free 
agency. The defense market went ballistic on July 28 and it’s difficult not 
to see this eye-popping deal as part of the catalyst for some of the 
downright silly numbers that popped up. Defensemen got paid. 

This is going to be a very hard deal for Jones to live up to, one where 
he’s paid for his outsized reputation for eight years, starting with the 
2022-23 season. That’s before he’s even played one game as a 
Blackhawk, an incredible risk to take for Chicago after the year Jones just 
had. It is very possible Jones is much better in a faster Blackhawks 
system, free to play a more offensive game and see his value return to 
form. While that’s possible, it’s difficult to see Jones being any more 
expensive within the next year even if that happens because he’s not 
being paid for what he is, but what he was prior to last season. And then 
some. 

A $9.5 million deal carries an expected value of about 2.2 wins, the 
benchmark for an elite defenseman. Not top pair, not number one, but 
elite. It’s a benchmark Jones hasn’t hit since the 2017-18 season 
according to GSVA. In the two seasons afterward, he was close enough 
that it was fair to argue he qualified given the likelihood he was 
underrated by the numbers. Last year? He wasn’t even close, struggling 
to control play and establishing a rather concerning trend line: Three 
straight seasons with a consistently negative relative expected goals 
rate. That means the Blue Jackets have earned a better chance 
differential over each of the last three seasons with Jones on the bench. 
Given how poor the team was last year, that’s a concerning sign. 

That’s not a defender worthy of $9.5 million for eight seasons, but it 
seems Jones’s reputation as an elite defenseman was somehow 
completely unchanged despite a completely unremarkable season. A 
bounce-back is likely, but with that being his most recent, it’s difficult to 
see him suddenly jumping up to an elite level – and maintain it for eight 
seasons. Maybe he does it next year, but the contract doesn’t kick in until 
the year after covering the ages 28-to-35.  

The chances he remains elite now are already slim and they get even 
slimmer as Jones gets older. It’s very unlikely he’ll be elite in his 30s and 
with the full freight of the deal to look forward to, Jones carries the most 
negative surplus value in the league as every year adds up. He has a 
better chance to live up to it than a lot of players on this list, especially if 
there’s a belief the numbers don’t accurately portray his value. But his 
contract is very long and has a very high bar. Good luck living up to that. 

5. Oliver Ekman-Larsson 

Contract: $7.3M x six years 

Surplus Value: -$37.9M 

Positive Value Probability: 9.5 percent 

It is utterly unfathomable to me that this contract was traded without 
giving up assets to get it off the books, a testament to how far name-
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brand value can go on the market. This contract might have landed 
higher at its full weight, but the fact it’s still here despite salary retention 
speaks to how overpaid Ekman-Larsson is.  

Ekman-Larsson is not a top-pairing defenseman and hasn’t been one for 
quite some time. The expectation at his current price of $7.3 million is 
average top-pairing defender: a low-end number one, or high-end 
number two. Ekman-Larsson is not that. He’s probably not even a 
second pairing defenseman anymore if we’re being completely honest 
with ourselves about his play over the last few years. His 2020-21 
season was especially bad and given his age things are only likely to get 
worse. 

With defensemen, there is always a lot of reverence attached to ice-time. 
It’s the ultimate eye test standard because it tells you how much the 
coach trusted the player, and who knows the player better than the 
coach? It’s fair, but it ignores that coaches can have blind spots as well 
as loyalty to players who have earned the minutes in the past, even if it’s 
not a role they can keep up in the present. It ignores the context of the 
team’s depth and whether better options even exist. Most importantly, 
ice-time doesn’t tell you much about role aside from how many minutes a 
player played because some players are utilized. In Ekman-Larsson’s 
case, it’s very interesting that he was third in ice-time on Arizona’s weak 
blue line, but was actually fifth in quality of competition. First pair 
paycheck, second pair minutes, third pair responsibility.  

The reason for that is Ekman-Larsson was all kinds of awful last year. His 
38 percent goals rate was a career-worst by a large margin and it was 
almost completely deserved given his 41 percent expected goals rate. 
That was a team low. He hasn’t had much help up front for a while and 
didn’t have the best partner, but it’s deeply concerning how much worse 
a bad team looked with him on the ice.  

Ekman-Larsson is projected to be worth exactly zero wins next year and 
while there is a chance to provide second pair value in each of the next 
three seasons, it’s just as likely the decline only gets worse. He has six 
years left on his deal. Vancouver better hope he still has game in a fresh 
new environment, otherwise it just added a toxic asset to its books. 

6. Marc-Edouard Vlasic 

Contract: $7M x five years 

Surplus Value: -$31.5M 

Positive Value Probability: 1.4 percent 

With a positive value probability of just 1.4 percent, no player in the 
league is less likely to live up to his contract than Vlasic. The only reason 
he isn’t ranked higher is his deal is shorter which means less time to 
accrue negative surplus value. 

Once highly regarded as one of the game’s best shutdown defenders, 
Vlasic’s game has declined immensely over the last few seasons to the 
point his value is firmly below replacement level. Vlasic’s underlying 
numbers improved a bit last season, but it’s because he was fifth on the 
Sharks defensive depth chart facing third pair quality opposition. Vlasic is 
good at not taking penalties, but there’s no offense to speak of and his 
defensive game has mostly fallen off. His collapse is part of the reason 
the Sharks have fallen to the league’s basement given they’d be a lot 
better if he (and his other overpaid teammates) could live up to his deal. 

Vlasic is 34 now and there are still five years left at $7 million. Based on 
his best comps, most players of his ilk didn’t last much longer in the 
league with less than 10 percent going the distance to five years. San 
Jose would be much better off if he retired before that given his current 
level of play and trajectory. That might alleviate the dead cap space, but 
this deal will still be looked back on as one where the team didn’t get 
anything close to what they paid for. 

7. Logan Couture 

Contract: $8M x six years 

Surplus Value: -$36.5M 

Positive Value Probability: 11.5 percent 

Another contract, another Shark. This one comes down to length 
remaining and age as Couture’s contract has another six years left on it. 
He’s 32. Yikes. That’s the big difference from two other $8 million 
contracts on this list which belong to worse players, yes, but younger and 
whose deals are shorter. 

Couture was a bonafide top-line center during San Jose’s peak, but his 
game has declined in his 30s and last year’s injury-shortened year was 
arguably his worst. He scored at just a 48-point pace and was out-
chanced for the second straight season, now posting a consistently poor 
relative expected goals rate in three straight seasons. Couture plays 
tough minutes, but he’s not strong enough defensively to handle them 
well. 

He’s still expected to be a second-line caliber center next year, but at 32 
his future drop-off won’t be pretty and each passing year his upside 
lessens. Four years from now, Couture projects to be replacement level 
with very little potential to remain top-six caliber. At that point, there will 
still be three years left on his deal while he’s pushing his mid-30s. It’s 
already a bad deal now. It’ll be absolutely awful by that point, maybe 
even sooner. 

8. Josh Morrissey 

Contract: $6.3M x seven years 

Surplus Value: -$37.3M 

Positive Value Probability: 15.0 percent 

Morrissey has always been a tough player to evaluate. Early in his 
career, it was difficult to separate his contributions from his main partner, 
Jacob Trouba. After Trouba was dealt, it was hard to judge him too 
harshly given he often had to carry AHL-caliber defenders in a top pairing 
role. Morrissey has had one of the most difficult assignments of any 
defenseman in the entire league. 

But role doesn’t completely excuse results that have been as poor as 
Morrissey’s over the last two seasons. Only one defenseman, Duncan 
Keith, has been on the ice for more expected goals against in that time 
than Morrissey. The fact his goals rate is fine helps and likely speaks to 
the disconnect between his numbers and his reputation, but that likely 
has a lot more to do with Connor Hellebuyck than Morrissey. A 
defenseman’s job is to make life easier for his netminder. Morrissey 
hasn’t done that and it’s why his projected value is so low. 

That makes it difficult to live up to a $6.3 million contract, especially over 
seven years which is an extremely long stretch of time. With Winnipeg 
beefing up its blue line considerably this offseason, it’ll be interesting to 
see if Morrissey can return to form. The expectation given his current 
deal is to be a strong number two defender and there’s still a chance he 
can fulfill that through the first half of his deal. But even if he does, the 
back half has plenty of potential to be onerous as he enters his 30s. 
Seven years is a long time and Morrissey already looks like he will 
struggle to live up to his price tag. 

9. Tyler Seguin 

Contract: $9.9M x six years 

Surplus Value: -$34.8M 

Positive Value Probability: 20.3 percent 

It’s been a very tough year for Seguin, who missed all but three games 
last year, but even just based on his year prior (including the playoffs), 
it’s pretty clear he’s a far way off from his peak. At his best as a near 
four-win player, he would’ve been a bargain at $9.9 million per season, 
but it seems as if a decline is in the works that will make it very difficult 
for Seguin to live up to his deal going forward. 

At just under $10 million, the expectation is about 2.7 wins of value which 
is roughly the cutoff for an elite forward. Seguin was once one of the 
league’s very best, but it’s difficult to see him continue to be that as he 
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enters his 30s. He’s currently projected to be worth one win less than that 
with his expected future value declining further from there through the 
duration of the contract. Even over the next four years where there’s a 
wide range of outcomes possible, the high end of the scale doesn’t quite 
reach the necessary level to live up to his deal. Coming off such a 
massive injury, something the model doesn’t account for, will only make 
that harder.  

Seguin is still a play-driver, but his scoring touch isn’t quite there 
anymore as he’s projected to score fewer than expected. That’s been the 
rub on Seguin for the past few years and finding that again would be his 
best bet to be worthy of his oversized contract. For now, he’s projected to 
be a roughly 50-point forward which isn’t close to being enough for his 
deal. 

10. Ryan Johansen 

Contract: $8M x four years 

Surplus Value: -$27.3M 

Positive Value Probability: 14.9 percent 

Matt Duchene  

Contract: $8M x five years 

Surplus Value: -$25.9M 

Positive Value Probability: 14.1 percent 

Two Predators centers being paid $8 million apiece and arguably the duo 
currently isn’t worth that combined. Both players have fallen off 
immensely since signing their big-ticket deals and still have four 
(Johansen) and five (Duchene) years left to age even further out. Both 
were productive centers who could drive play when they signed but were 
still probably fringe top-line centers by pure value meaning there wasn’t 
much wiggle room below when they dropped off. That’s exactly what’s 
happened in their late 20s which will make it difficult to deliver on the 
remainder of the deal. 

Johansen is still a decent playmaker, but his ability to drive play at five-
on-five has seriously fallen off and his goal-scoring is non-existent. 
Duchene should be able to bounce back from a rough year production-
wise (mostly driven by bad luck) given he still has the ability to move the 
puck up ice and control play, but he’s older and his comps aren’t kind to 
his age curve. 

Part of the reason might just be offense has become more and more 
difficult to come by in Nashville, especially under John Hynes. That might 
make it impossible to ever get back to their previous level where they can 
potentially live up to the contract. But it’s also possible neither player was 
ever as good as they were made out to be and the reason Nashville’s 
offense struggles is that it’s partially built around these two players. The 
search for a true top-line center for Nashville continues, but it gets harder 
when $16 million is dedicated to two failed experiments at finding it. 

Honourable Mentions: Darnell Nurse, Charlie Coyle, Justin Faulk, Tyler 
Myers, Jacob Trouba 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL's Top 10 RFAs of 2021: Latest rumours and reports 

 

Luke Fox August 11, 2021, 10:14 AM 

 

It’s a youth-driven league, folks, and the quality of the NHL's restricted 
free agents this summer is deep. 

We have first-line wingers and at least one franchise centreman who are 
due for raises, and the number of young top-pair defencemen and 
emerging goaltenders with No. 1 potential is staggering. 

Vancouver’s Jim Benning may be under the most pressure to negotiate 
long-term extensions with his RFAs. Despite taking care of Thatcher 
Demko and Conor Garland, he still has two big guns to compensate. 

Cale Makar got paid in Colorado, Miro Heiskanen in Dallas, Brandon 
Carlo in Boston. 

Joel Eriksson Ek committed to Minnesota, and Anthony Duclair and Sam 
Bennett to Florida. 

Detroit's Steve Yzerman heisted Carolina for Alex Nedeljkovic and 
instantly inked him to a two-year bridge at $3 million per. 

But these extensions are just the tip of the iceberg. 

Seventeen RFAs elected to file for salary arbitration. Hearings will be 
held Aug. 11-26. 

Here’s where things stand with the top RFAs of 2021. 

1. Quinn Hughes 

Age: 21 

Position: Defence 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $916,667 

Arbitration rights: No 

Bargaining chips: 2020 Calder runner-up. Power-play quarterback. 97 
points through first 129 NHL games. Key building block in Vancouver. 
Averages nearly 23 minutes per game. 

The latest: Preliminary contract talks got underway between Benning and 
the two most important engines of the Canucks’ rebuild in early April. 

Hughes has been putting up gaudier numbers than recent RFA 
defencemen (Charile McAvoy, Zach Werenski, Mikhail Sergachev) and is 
arguably more important to his franchise’s future. 

Benning drew mild criticism for the in-season extensions he handed out 
to Demko and Tanner Pearson, essentially signing some smaller fish 
before dealing with the biggies. 

While significant money came off the books in July — Loui Eriksson, Alex 
Edler, Jay Beagle, Antoine Roussel — Vancouver inherited Oliver 
Ekman-Larsson's huge contract, still has multiple RFAs to satisfy and is 
dealing with Roberto Luongo’s cap recapture penalty. 

Perhaps bridge is the only solution. The good news for panicky people in 
Van City: Hughes is classified as a 10.2(c) RFA, meaning he cannot sign 
an offer sheet. 

On June 15, agent J.P. Barry suggested to Donnie and Dhali on CHEK 
that he is exploring a deal longer than five years for Hughes. 

Term will be a major sticking point, and fellow RFAs Heiskanen and 
Makar helped set Hughes' market. He won't be cheap. 

Conversations continue. 

2. Elias Pettersson 

Age: 22 

Position: Centre 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $925,000 

Arbitration rights: No 

Bargaining chips: 2019 Calder Trophy winner. Finished 16th in Hart 
voting in 2020. 66 points in each of his first two seasons. Plus-19 player. 
Career 17.6 per cent shooter. No. 1 centre. Put up 21 points through 26 
games in 2021, and it still feels like underachieving. 
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The latest: In late January, Pettersson switched agents, leaving Michael 
Deutsch at Eclipse Sports Management and joining teammate Hughes at 
CAA. Power brokers Pat Brisson and Barry will handle their extension 
negotiations — and hold a great deal of leverage. 

Barry told Rick Dhaliwal that the plan is to work on both deals together, 
like the twin monsters Jonathan Toews and Patrick Kane signed in the 
summer of 2014. Unlike Hughes, Pettersson could theoretically ink an 
offer sheet. 

Barry, you may recall, put the screws to Benning in securing lucrative 
contracts for Tyler Myers and Loui Eriksson in recent off-seasons. But 
they were UFAs, not RFAs. 

“The Canucks have cap issues. I don’t think we can do long-term deals 
for Petey and Quinn. We have started the dance; we are engaged in 
talks,” Barry told Donnie and Dhali. 

“We are exploring shorter term for Elias, five years and under. Quinn 
longer.” 

Sportsnet's Iain McIntyre estimates that somewhere in the ballpark of $14 
million in total AAV could get both stars under contract. One would have 
to bet that means going the Auston Matthews–style, five-year route and 
keeping the door ajar for another windfall when the cap escalates. 

Benning vowed to match any offer sheet on Pettersson during a 
Sportsnet radio interview in Vancouver on July 22. 

A rehabbing Pettersson tweeted footage of him firing pucks on July 14, 
an encouraging video for Canucks fans. 

Barry reminded on July 30 that agreeing on term is a hurdle in 
negotiations, but the good news is that both Hughes and Pettersson are 
committed to re-signing with Vancouver. 

3. Kirill Kaprizov 

Age: 24 

Position: Left wing 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $925,000 

Arbitration rights: Yes, but did not file 

Bargaining chips: 2021 Calder champ. Blew up with 27 goals and 51 
points in 55 games as an NHL rookie, while logging 18-plus minutes 
nightly. Most points and goals by a rookie in Wild history. Instant star and 
fan favourite. Minnesota is desperate for young, exciting offensive talent. 

The latest: Wild insider Michael Russo of The Athletic reported in late 
March that Kaprizov’s agent, Paul Theofanous, sat down with GM Bill 
Guerin to kick off “a long conversation that will eventually lead to a new 
contract” for the most exciting young talent to pull on a Wild sweater 
since… who? Marian Gaborik? 

Kaprizov’s status as a 10.2(c) RFA means he’s immune to an offer sheet. 
His only leverage is threatening to sign in the KHL. 

He can become a UFA as early as the 2024 off-season, so Guerin should 
be gunning for term here. 

In polling execs and agents, Russo’s sources’ predictions on Kaprizov’s 
next contract range from a $6.5-million AAV on a two-year deal to a $9-
million AAV for a lockup of six years plus. 

Kaprizov headlines a Minnesota RFA class that includes prized forward 
Kevin Fiala. (The club already took care of Ryan Hartman and Eriksson 
Ek before they hit free-agent status.) 

Certainly, the twin buyouts of Zach Parise and Ryan Suter freed up cash 
for this summer’s spending. 

Kevin Weekes caused a stir on June 18 with his report that talks had 
gone cold and that Kaprizov was threatening to sign back in the KHL, 
yanking on his only leverage in this situation. 

Guerin said on July 13 that “dialogue is open” with Kaprisov’s camp and 
that talks began around July 3. The GM cautioned the sides are still early 
in the process. 

Sources described negotiations to ESPN's Greg Wyshynski as "a 
deafening silence" at the end of July. 

Publicly, Guerin says simply there is nothing new to announce. 

The KHL pressure point was raised again on Aug. 9, when Frank 
Seravalli reported that Kaprisov has a deal in place with CSKA Moscow 
for one year and eight figures should a new contract with the Wild fail to 
work out. 

Guerin has indicated for a month that he’s willing to compromise by 
signing Kaprizov to a mid-range deal (five or six years). 

"The Wild still expect to get a contract consummated with Kaprizov 
despite the threat continuing to come from Kaprizov’s side," Russo 
reports. 

4. Brady Tkachuk 

Age: 21 

Position: Left wing 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $925,000 

Arbitration rights: No 

Bargaining chips: Finished fifth in Calder votes in 2019. 125 points 
through first 198 NHL games. Plays 18-plus minutes per night. Willing to 
fight Shea Weber. Hits hard and often. Beloved by teammates and fans. 
His prime will align with Sens’ ascent. Captain material. 

The latest: Tkachuk has expressed his love for playing in the nation's 
capital. He’s also revealed that his in-depth conversations with 
management regarding a new contract have been limited. 

“That’s a good question,” Tkachuk told reporters in January. “Where the 
world’s at right now, we haven't really been talking about (my extension), 
and we don't know how the salary cap is going to look for the next couple 
of years. 

“I love being here. I love the crew, love the teammates and the staff, so 
definitely love it here. But we'll see how it unfolds.” 

Pierre Dorion re-signed head coach D.J. Smith, which should please 
Tkachuk. The GM has the cap room to commit and has shown a 
preference to go deep with RFAs he deems worthy of the core (see: 
Chabot, Colin White and Matt Murray). 

Tkachuk is absolutely worth the investment, so it’ll be fascinating to see 
how he plays this out. Senators fans needn’t be reminded of past free 
agents who’ve departed for more money elsewhere. 

“We haven’t really started to talk yet,” Tkachuk told the Cam and Strick 
podcast in June. “So, I’m going to give you the hockey answer and then 
I’m going to give you the real answer. I will let my agent (Newport Sports’ 
Craig Oster) and Pierre figure it out. 

“I think it’s pretty cool going through this for the first time. Of course, it’s a 
little stressful, and people say you shouldn’t think about it, but it’s your 
life. 

“For it now to be kind of getting into the works this summer, it’s definitely 
going to be exciting, and I hear different stories about different 
negotiations and how they go. Being there with Matthew and with his 
negotiations (with the Calgary Flames), I’m just excited that it’s happened 
to me.” 

Shawn Simpson reported on Aug. 5 that "Brady loves the crew in Ottawa. 
But he's totally waiting to see if ownership is willing to spend what it takes 
to deliver a Cup team. How that relates to this summer and his deal, I'm 
not sure. But it was made very clear that he would be all in long term if 
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ownership does the same. At the same time they know the business and 
won't be playing any games." 

Elliotte Friedman suggested on July 12 that a three-year bridge might be 
the route here: 

5. Andrei Svechnikov 

Age: 21 

Position: Right wing 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $925,000 

Arbitration rights: No 

Bargaining chips: Second-overall pick. Big power forward (six-foot-two, 
200 pounds) entering prime. Two 20-goal seasons before age 21. Power-
play weapon. Skating a career-high 17-plus minutes. 

The latest: “I'm open,” Svechnikov said way back in August regarding re-
signing. "I think my agent is going to do that job, and I tell him I don't 
want to know anything (until) it's going to be done. So, he's going to tell 
me when it's going to be done, and I just don't want to worry about that." 

Extension talks with Svechnikov reportedly quieted in February, but 
picked up after Carolina was eliminated in Round 2. 

Owner Tom Dundon is always looking for a deal, and it’s no coincidence 
the Canes’ last high-profile RFA, Sebastian Aho, signed the NHL’s most 
recent offer sheet. Or that Nedeljkovic and Dougie Hamilton left to get 
paid. 

“Mark Gandler, who represents Andrei, and I have had lots of talks over 
the last six weeks,” Waddell said on July 24. 

“We’ll get a deal done. I don’t think it’s going to happen before 
Wednesday. There’s no urgency from either side right now. We don’t 
start playing until September. These contracts for these type of players 
will get done; they just take a long time to get done. 

"Our talks have been very good about what length of a contract and right 
around the amount, we have a little disagreement there, but we have a 
pretty good range of how things are going to fall. So we’re able to plan, 
regardless if we get him signed before now or next week. We can plan 
and know that he’s going to be part of our group moving forward.” 

6. Filip Hronek 

Age: 23 

Position: Defence 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $714,166 

Arbitration rights: No 

Bargaining chips: 2017 Calder Cup champ. 2019 Red Wings rookie of 
the year. Team Czech staple who won Best Defenceman at 2019 worlds. 
Puck-moving, right-shot defenceman yet to reach his ceiling. Led team in 
points (26) and assists (24) this season. Logs 23:23 per game. Improved 
discipline and defensively during platform year. 

The latest: Fantasy managers know: Hronek is that rare Red Wing worth 
hanging onto, even during the mighty franchise’s patient rebuild. 

“A year from now, Filip Hronek’s up and we’ll extend his contract,” 
promised GM Steve Yzerman back in October, during an appearance on 
97.1 The Ticket. 

As recently as the 2021 trade deadline, when he dealt away Mantha, 
Yzerman highlighted Hronek as a core member of a roster he’s slowly 
building back to prominence. 

Even with the Jakub Vrana and Tyler Bertuzzi deals, Detroit is flush with 
cap space, so Hronek should surface this summer with more term than 
any of his teammates. Yzerman was prudent in managing his internal 
cap in Tampa, so the bar he sets with Hronek will be one worth watching. 

7. Sam Reinhart 

Age: 25 

Position: Centre / Right wing 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $5.2 million 

Arbitration rights: Yes 

Bargaining chips: Second-overall pick in 2014. Four consecutive 20-goal, 
40-point seasons. Hot off career-best 25 goals in 54 games. Improving 
defensive play and showing signs of being an adequate centre substitute. 
Panthers already gave up a haul to acquire his rights. 

The latest: On Day 2 of the 2021 NHL Draft, Sabres GM Kevyn Adams 
dealt Reinhart to the Florida Panthers for goaltending prospect Devon 
Levi and a first-round pick in 2022 — a decent return for a player who 
was on the block. 

Reinhart is coming off a stellar season from a personal standpoint in 
which he produced at a high level and showed aptitude in the middle of 
the ice. 

In theory, he could take the Panthers to arbitration, get a one-year raise 
and walk as a UFA in 2022. But with a fresh start and a better 
surrounding cast, the smart money is on Reinhart and the Cats coming to 
terms on a multi-year deal. 

"It's been unfortunate that my contracts have been so short," Reinhart 
said after the trade. 

Florida GM Bill Zito needs to be diligent with this extension, however. 
Reinhart’s cap hit could set a benchmark that homegrown stars 
Aleksander Barkov (UFA 2022) and Jonathan Huberdeau (UFA 2023) 
will want to clear easily. 

8. Juuse Saros 

Age: 26 

Position: Goaltender 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $1.5 million 

Arbitration rights: Yes — and filed 

Bargaining chips: World junior gold medallist. Natural successor to UFA 
Pekka Rinne’s long run as Nashville’s No. 1 netminder. Career .920 
goaltender coming off a personal-best 21-win, .927 season. Started all 
2021 playoff games for the Predators and showed well. 

The latest: GM David Poile said at his season-ending conference that he 
and Saros’s representatives had yet to dive into negotiations, but with 
Rinne retiring and Saros proving he can handle No. 1 duties, anything 
less than an juicy Juuse extension will be a shock. 

The question will be whether Nashville goes long-term (see: Murray in 
Ottawa or Demko in Vancouver) or bridge (Tristan Jarry in Pittsburgh, 
Mackenzie Blackwood in New Jersey) with its RFA netminder. 

Saros filed for salary arbitration, which means that he'll be re-signing in 
Nashville one way or another by month's end. Arbitration goes Aug. 18. 

9. Andrew Copp 

Age: 27 

Position: Left wing / Centre 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $2.28 million 

Arbitration rights: Yes — and filed 

Bargaining chips: Breakout offensive season in which he scored 15 goals 
and 39 points in 55 games. Only getting better with age. Not afraid to 
take the Jets to arbitration. Only one year away from unrestricted free 
agency. Valued teammate and two-way force versatile to play anywhere 
in middle six. Faceoff force. 
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The latest: Copp’s platform performance was timed perfectly, and with 
UFA status less than 12 months away, the player holds more leverage 
than most RFAs. 

During Copp’s end-of-season press conference, he said he was open to 
all possibilities for his next contract. That AAV should climb north of $4 
million, regardless of term. 

So valued is Copp that, even without a contract, he was protected by GM 
Kevin Cheveldayoff over Dylan DeMelo and Mason Appleton in the 
expansion draft. 

Copp filed for arbitration. His case is set for Aug. 26. 

"For Copp, I suspect his deal ends up being close to the four-year, $4.4-
million AAV pact Sam Bennett signed with the Florida Panthers," writes 
colleague Ken Wiebe. 

10. Rasmus Dahlin 

Age: 21 

Position: Defence 

2020-21 salary cap hit: $925,000 

Arbitration rights: No 

Bargaining chips: First-overall draft pick in 2018. Calder Trophy finalist in 
2019. Fifth defenceman in NHL history to record 30 points before age 19. 
World junior silver medallist. Building block who wants to stay in Buffalo. 
107 points in first 197 NHL games. Skates more than 21 minutes per 
night. 

The latest: The Buffalo News reported on July 21 that contract 
negotiations are underway between Dahlin and Adams, who has gained 
some leverage here after the D-man's disappointing minus-36 
performance in 2021. 

"Going through a year like this is not easy," Dahlin said. "The one thing 
I'll take with me is that it has been an experience that will make me a 
stronger person and better player and person." 

Dahlin was encouraged when Don Granato took over the bench, saying 
he felt more trusted. 

The safe play for both sides might be a bridge, but the Sabres don't have 
a single defenceman signed beyond 2022. 

Could they lock up Dahlin long-term early in this rebuild of the rebuild and 
position his as their No. 1, the way Ottawa did with Chabot? 

Negotiations are underway. 

More notable RFAs: Drake Batherson, Nolan Patrick, Ilya Sorokin, Travis 
Sanheim, Kevin Fiala, Kailer Yamamoto, Nikita Zadorov, Anthony 
Beauvillier, Andreas Athanasiou, Adam Erne, Jesperi Kotkaniemi, Casey 
Mittelstadt, Jason Dickinson, Dennis Gilbert 
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TSN.CA / Team Canada player profile: Renata Fast 

Growing up as a multi-sport athlete in Burlington, Ont., Renata Fast 
wasn’t sure which sport she wanted to pursue. She had two athletic 
scholarships offered to her out of high school: one for soccer, one for 
hockey. Fast landed on hockey and set her sights on representing her 
country, which she would accomplish a few short years later. 
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Renata Fast 

Position: Defence 

Hometown: Burlington, Ont. 

Age: 26 

Growing up as a multi-sport athlete in Burlington, Ont., Renata Fast 
wasn’t sure which sport she wanted to pursue. She had two athletic 
scholarships offered to her out of high school: one for soccer, one for 
hockey. She had been MVP for both teams at M.M. Robinson High 
School. 

Fast landed on hockey and set her sights on representing her country, 
which she would accomplish a few short years later. 

Fast played for the Burlington Barracudas at various levels from 2003 to 
2012. She was named Female Athlete of the Year in the Burlington 
Junior programs from 2006 to 2011, won a gold medal with the team at 
the Ontario Women’s Hockey Association provincials (Peewee AA) in 
2007, and took home the 2012 Junior Women’s Hockey League 
Challenge Cup with the Intermediate AA Barracudas. 

She started her collegiate career at Clarkson University in 2012 and was 
named to the ECAC Hockey All-Academic team in all four years of her 
tenure.  

Fast helped Clarkson win the NCAA championship in her sophomore 
season, knocking off the top-seeded Minnesota Golden Gophers. It was 
the first national title for Clarkson in any sport in the history of the school, 
which was founded in 1896 in Potsdam, N.Y. Fast was named to the 
Frozen Four All-Tournament team. 

“Potsdam is a really, really small little town and the whole town has 
gathered behind us,” she told the Hamilton Spectator. “When we came 
home they had a big fire truck bring us in and a huge parade. And so 
many locals came by. It’s so cool this year — all of us are on Cloud 
Nine.” 

Clarkson was unable to repeat as champions, but Fast continued to 
enjoy individual success. In her final two seasons with the Golden 
Knights, she was named an alternate captain, and in her junior year, she 
was named to the ECAC First All-Star team. 

In her last season, she was the recipient of Clarkson’s Booster Club’s 
Unsung Hero Award, which is given to the player who “always puts the 
team first and serves as an excellent role model to her teammates and 
the community.” 

Fast never played for Canada’s under-18 team, instead making her 
international debut with the Canadian women’s development team in 
2014. A year later, she won gold with the squad at the 2015 Nations Cup.  

She made her first appearance for Canada’s senior team at the 2015 
Four Nations Cup, winning silver. Just under two years later, Fast made 
her women’s worlds debut at the 2017 IIHF Women’s World 
Championship, where Canada took home silver again. 

A year later, she was able to realize a childhood dream after she was 
named to the roster for the 2018 Olympics. Although Canada would fall 
to the United States in a shootout in the gold-medal game, Fast would 
finish with a plus-4 rating in the tournament. 

After her collegiate career, Fast was selected second overall by the 
Toronto Furies in the 2016 CWHL Draft. In her inaugural season, she led 
all Toronto defencemen in scoring and was a finalist for CWHL Rookie of 
the Year. She finished her career with the Furies as a two-time all-star 
before the league ceased operations in 2019. 

At her second women’s worlds in 2019, Fast finished tied for second-
most assists in the tournament with six, and her plus-8 rating was the 
second best for Canada. Unfortunately, it was a disappointing finish for 
the team, who were upset by Finland in the semifinals and ended up with 
bronze. 
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But there was a bright spot for Fast in 2019. She was one of four women 
chosen to take part in the NHL All-Stars Skills competition, along with 
Canadian teammate Rebecca Johnston, and Americans Kendall Coyne 
Schofield and Brianna Decker. 

The four players got to decide amongst themselves who would compete 
in each event. Fast originally wanted to take part in the fastest skater 
competition, but that went to Coyne Schofield, who made headlines 
across North America with her time of 14.346. 

Fast ended up competing in accuracy shooting. She told the Hamilton 
Spectator that when she practised, she was able to hit every target, but 
she didn’t perform quite as well at the actual event.  

"It wasn't the fans that got to me," she said with a laugh. "It was all the 
NHL guys." 

At the 2020 NHL Skills Competition, Fast was one of four defencemen to 
take part in the Elite Women’s 3-on-3 game.  

After the CWHL folded in 2019, Fast joined the PWHPA, which was 
formed in an effort to start a viable pro women’s hockey league in North 
America. Fast currently trains with Team Sonnet in Toronto.  

“As female athletes, we’ve had to deal with negativity for a long time,” 
Fast told the Gist, a women-focused sports news outlet. “We don’t even 
really pay attention to it anymore. When you’re pushing for growth, there 
will always be people not on board, and trying to pull you down.” 
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USA TODAY / Legendary Chicago Blackhawks goalie Tony Esposito 
dies at 78 

 

Mike Brehm 

 

Hall of Fame goaltender Tony Esposito, who starred for the Chicago 
Blackhawks for 15 seasons, died Tuesday of pancreatic cancer. He was 
78.   

Esposito began his career with the Montreal Canadiens but moved to the 
Blackhawks in in an intraleague draft his second season. He won the 
Calder Trophy as rookie of the year in 1970 after recording 15 shutouts, 
which remains a modern-day NHL record. 

He won the Vezina Trophy as the league's top goalie in 1970, 1972 and 
1974 and was a five-time All-Star. 

He and his brother, Phil, starred in the 1970s, with Tony leading the 
league in shutouts three times and Phil terrorizing opposing goalies as a 
six-time NHL leading goal scorer. Phil scored two goals against Tony 
during goalie's first start with Montreal in December 1968. 

Known for his quick glove and as a pioneer of the butterfly goaltending 
style, Tony Esposito had eight seasons of 30 or more wins (seven in a 
row) and finished with 423 wins, which ranks 10th all time. 

"He was tireless, reliable and a great teammate," Blackhawks chairman 
Rocky Wirtz said in a statement. "If you were a new player in Chicago, 
Tony and Marilyn always made you feel welcome and comfortable. 
Rookies were invited to their home for countless dinners, and when the 
Espositos held their annual Christmas party, everybody associated with 
the Blackhawks was there." 

Esposito's 418 victories and 74 shutouts with Chicago remain team 
records. He helped the Blackhawks reach the Stanley Cup Final in 1971 
and 1973, and his No. 35 was retired by the team in 1988. 

He played for Canada in the Summit Series against the Soviet Union in 
1972 and played for the United States in the Canada Cup in 1981 after 
gaining U.S. citizenship. 

Esposito was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1988, joining his brother, 
who entered in 1984. 

After he retired in 1984, he was general manager of the Pittsburgh 
Penguins in 1988-89 and part of the following season before being 
replaced by Craig Patrick. He drafted Mark Recchi and traded for goalie 
Tom Barrasso. 

He later became chief scout for the Tampa Bay Lightning, a team that the 
Esposito brothers helped found. 

"His role cannot be understated," the Lightning said in a statement. "Tony 
was a true legend on the ice and off of it." 

The Blackhawks named him a team ambassador in 2008. 

"He was born for that role, too, as he reached out – whether by request 
or on his own – to fans, sponsors, and friends of our team," Wirtz said. 
"He rejected thousands of pucks in his first job; he never said no in his 
second job." 
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